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WILD RAMIFICATION AND SOME PROBLEMS OF 
"INDEPENDENCE OF I" 

By NICHOLAS M. KATZ 

Dedicated to AndrC Weil on his 77th birthday 

Introduction. Let us say that a variety X over a finite field F, of 
characteristic p is "independent of P" if, for each prime f # p ,  and each 
integer i ,  the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius 

dfn 
P;,p(T) = det(1 - T ' I H',,,,(x O pq;  Qp)) 

F, 

has coefficients in Z (rather than in Q p )  and if, for each given i ,  the Z-poly- 
nomial P;,,(T) is independent of the auxiliary choice of P # p.  

That a proper and smooth X/F, is "independent of P" results in- 
stantly from Deligne's fundamental result [I]. In this paper we will com- 
bine Deligne's techniques with his trick [2] of systematically "twisting" by 
very wildly ramified characters to show that "independence of P" also 
holds for proper varieties which are suitable limits of proper smooth va- 
rieties, and for certain related open varieties. Here is a precise statement: 

THEOREM.Let Y be a smooth geometrically connected curve over 
F , ,  X a smooth Fq-scheme, and f :X Y a proper morphism of F q --t 

schemes. Then all of the fibres o f f ,  as well as the total space X, are 
"independent of P."  

We also give some "independence" results for the way the sheaves 
R ' ~ * Q ~on Y degenerate, we give a "new" proof of the local invariant 
cycle theorem, we show that for each i ,  j, the characteristic polynomials 
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202 NICHOLAS M.  KATZ 

have Z-coefficients independent of P # p,  and we show that for each P # p 
the k r a y  spectral sequence for f in compact Qp-cohomology 

is degenerate at E 2 .  
In the text, we actually give a souped-up version of these results, 

where we allow cotlfficierzts on X in a compatible collection of "pure com- 
plexes" in the sense of [I ,  6.21. In this generality, we no longer need to 
assume X itself smooth over F, (the smoothness assures that the coizstarlt 
sheaf is a pure complex), but for non-smooth X one is hard-pressed to con- 
struct compatible systems of pure complexes. For example. if j :U - x"" 
is the inclusion of a dense open set which is smooth over F, , then accord- 
ing to [O] for each !# p the "middle extension" j*,(Q, ) i~ a pure complex 
on X, but it is not yet proven that these middle extensions are compatible 
for variable !. 

In an appendix, we apply our methods to prove some "independence 
of !"results for compatible families of pure lisse sheaves on open curves. 
These last results may also be obtained by combining [ I ] ,  1.9 with [ 2 ] ,9.8, 
and seem to have been "well-known" to the specialists, though nowhere 
explicitly recorded. 

The Notion of (E,A)-compatibility. Fix a prime number p ,  a num- 
ber field E of finite degree over Q ,  and a non-empty set A of non-archi- 
medean places of E ,  none of which divides p. 

Let X be a scheme (always separated) of finite type over a finite field 
F, of characteristic p. Suppose that for each X E A we are given a con- 
structible EA-sheaf '3,, on X. We say that the collection { S A }  is (E, A)-
compatible on X if, for every closed point x of X, the local characteristic 
polynomial of geometric Frobenius at x. 

has coefficients in E, independent of A. 
More generally, if for each X E A we are given an object K A  in 

D;(X, Ex),we say that the collection {KA ) is (E, 11) compatible on X if, 
for every integer i, the collection of i'th cohomology sheaves {X ' (K~)}  is 
(E, A)-compatible on X. 
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Here are some elementary sorites on (E,A)-compatibility. 
Suppose that for each X E A we are given a lisse EA-sheaf $ A  on X,  

and a complex K x  E D,~(x,Ex).If both of the collections { C A I  and {KA} 
are (E,A)-compatible on X ,  then so is the collection {KA 8 

If we fix an (E,A)-compatible collection of lisse, rank one "eA9son X,  
then for any collection of complexesKh E D , ~ ( x ,E A ) ,we have an equivalence 

{KA}'s are (E,A)-compatible on X 

{Kx@ "eA}'s are (E,A)-compatible onX, 

For any morphism of finite type g :Z -+X, the inverse image {g*(KA)} 
of an (E,A)-compatible family on X is an (E,A)-compatible family on Z. 

Review of L-functions. The L-function of X/Fq with coefficients in 
a constructible EA-sheaf F x  is the power series over EAin one variable T 
defined as the Euler product, extended to all closed points x E X, 

Here "deg(x)" means the degree over F, of the residue field at the closed 
point x. The L-function of X/Fq with coefficients in an object K x  in 
D,~(x,Ex)is defined to be 

We denote by H~,,~(X/F,,FA) ,  resp. H~,,~(X/F,,Kx) ,  the com- 
pact cohomology (resp. hypercohomology) groups of X QFq Fq with co- 
efficients in F A  (resp. K x ) ;  these are finite dimensional EA-vector spaces 
on which Gal(Fq/Fq) acts continuously. We denote by FqE G~I(F,/F,) 
the geometric Frobenius (the inverse of the automorphism a -+ a%f F,). 
According to the Lefschetz trace formtlla, we have fundamental identities 
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More generally, if 

is a morphism of Fq-schemes of finite type, then for K A  E D,~(x,EA)we 
have 

L(X, Kx) =L(Y ,  Rf!K^); 

indeed for each closed pointy E Y, the stalk of R ' ~ ! K â ty ,  with its action 
of Fy, is none other than ~~, , , ( f- l ( y ) / ~ q ( y ) ;Kx) with its action of FF (,,I. 

The Notion of Physical (E, A)-compatibility on curves. Let Y be a 
smooth geometrically connected curve over F,, and Th a constructible 
Ex-sheaf on Y. For any non-void open set U Y over which F x  is lisse, we 
have a natural morphism of sheaves on Y 

which is independent of the auxiliary choice of U. It is an isomorphism 
precisely over the "ouvert de lissitt." of F A .  Its kernel, image and cokernel 
are successively denoted (cf. [4], 4.3) 

They sit in tautological short exact sequences 
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We remark in passing that the formation of (FA),,, ,(FA)npct,(FA)quut,  
j*j*FA, and of the entire diagram in which they sit commutes with the 
operation of tensoring by any lisse EA-sheaf on Y. 

The sheaves (FA)pct and are skyscraper sheaves, supported at 
the finite set of points of non-lissitC of F A .  

If Y is open, then the inclusion of into F A  induces an iso- 
morphism 

while the projection of F A  onto (5A),,ctinduces isomorphisms 

for i = 1, 2 (both sides vanish for i > 2). 
We say that F A  on Y satisfies the local invariant cycle theorem if 

(FA)quot= 0, i.e., if we have a surjective map 

Given, for each A E A, a constructible EA-sheaf F A  on Y, we say that 
the collection {FA} is physically (E,A)-compatible if all of the collections 

are (E,A)-compatible. (If we refer to these collections in the order they are 
given, it is enough to check 1, 3, 5, as is visible from the diagram of exact 
sequences they sit in.) The terminology "physical" for this sort of com-
patibility is motivated by the fact that if the FA'S are physically (E, A)-
compatible, then they all have exactly the same ouvert de lissitC. 

Statement of the theorem. Let Y be a smooth geometrically con- 
nected curve over Fq,X an F, -scheme of finite type, 

f
X - Y  

Spec (F, ) 
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a morphism of F, -schemes, and w an integer. For each X E A, let K A  be an 
object of D , ~ ( x ~ ,  EA) .  Suppose that: 

A. 	The Kx ' s  are each pure complexes of weight w. 
B. The K^'s  are (E, A)-compatible on X. 
C. 	For each X,the natural map "forget supports" is an isomorphism 

for every i (a condition which is automatically satisfied if f is 
proper). 

Then: 

1. For each integer i, the sheaves Rlf!Kx on Y are physically (E, A)- 
compatible, and satisfy the local invariant cycle theorem. 

2. 	For each integer i and each h E A the punctual sheaf (Rlf!Kh)pct 
on Y is punctually pure of weight w + i. 

3. 	("mise pour memoire") For each integer i and each h E A, the 
sheaf R'f!KA on Y, when restricted to any open set U --. Y over 
which it is lisse, becomes punctually pure of weight w + .I 

i on U. 
4. 	For each i, j ,  the sheaves R1b!R.lf !KA on Spec(F,) are (E,A)-com-

patible, i.e., the characteristic polynomial of F on H&,p(Y/F,, 
R,'f!Kx) has E-coefficients independent of X. For i # 1 (and for 
all i if Y is complete) these polynomials arepure, of weight i +j + w. 

5. 	The Leray spectral sequence of sheaves on Spec(F,) 

degenerates at E 2 .  
6. 	For each integer i, the sheaves R ' ~ ! K ôn Spec(F,) are (E, A)- 

compatible, i.e., the characteristic polynomials of F on the ~f,,,. 
(X/F, , K x) have E-coefficients independent of A. 

Before beginning the proof, let us explain how the theorem stated in 
the introduction is a special case of this one. Thus we assume X smooth 
over F,, and f proper. Because X is smooth, the constant sheaves 
{Q8}PZpon X are all pure complexes of weight w = 0, and they are ob- 
viously (E,A)-compatible with E = Q ,  A = {all primes l? # p}. Because f 
is proper, hypothesis C is automatic. Therefore the theorem applies, and 
gives that the coefficients in question lie in Q ,  and are independent of 
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t # p. That they actually lie in Z follows from the general integrality 
theorems of [3]. 

Proof of 3. The hypothesis C, written as an isomorphism in D , ~ ( Y ;  E x )  

gives, upon applying Verdier duality, an isomorphism: 

whence Rf !Kx is a pure complex on Y of weight w (cf. [I]). Therefore on any 
open set U -. Yover which all the sheaves Rff! K Aare lisse, they are punctually 
pure of weight w + i. Since in any case each R'f!K is mixed on Y, the fact that 
it is punctually pure of weight w + i over some non-void open set of lissiti. im- 
plies that it is punctually pure of this weight over its entire ouvert de lissiti.. 
([I], 1.8.12). 

Deduction of 4, 5, 6 from 1, 2, 3. The "serious" conclusions of the 
theorem are 1,  2, and 3, in the sense that 4, 5, 6 result from these. Indeed 
6 is an immediate consequence of 5 (the degeneration at E2 of the Leray 
spectral sequence) and 4 (the (E, A)-compatibility of E2terms). Conclu- 
sion 5 is itself a direct consequence of 4, because, Y being a curve, we 
automatically have ~ 2 . j= 0 for i + 0, 1,  2, so the only possibly non-zero 
differential in the entire spectral sequence is 

But this d2must vanish, because, again by 4, E!',~is pure of weight j + w 
while E ? , . ~ ~ '  - w.is pure of a different weight 2 + j 1 + 

We next deduce 4 from 1, 2, 3. Let us fix an integer j ,  and a place A, 
and write temporarily 
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Then by the local invariant cycle theorem we have a short exact sequence 
on Y ( j : U --. Y denoting any ouvert de lissit6 of F A )  

Because FA,,,, is punctual, it has no higher cohomology, and the long ex- 
act cohomology sequence gives 

The cohomological formula for the L-function of SX,pctgives the relation 

Let us exploit this: by 1, the punctual sheaves on Y are (E ,  A)- 
compatible, hence also their L-functions; because the FA,,,, are both 
punctual and punctually pure of weight j + w by 2, their L-functions are 
pure of weight j + w. areHence the polynomials PO(SA,pct) (E,  A)-
compatible, and pure of weight j + w. 

We now turn to the Pi(j*j*Sh).Suppose first that Y is complete. 
Because S Xis pure of weight j + w on its ouvert de IissitC by 3, Deligne's 
fundamental theorem assures us that Pi(j*j*Sh)is pure of weight i + j + w. 
Therefore there can be no cancellation in the cohomological expression for 
the L-function 

By 1, the sheaves j* j*Sx ,  and hence their L-functions, are (E ,  X)-com-
patible. Therefore we recover P l ( j * j * S X )intrinsically as the numerator of 
this L-function, and we recover POP2as the denominator. Thus both PI 
and POP2are in E [TI,independent of X. Because Po and P2are pure of dif-
ferent weights, they must individually lie in E[TI,independent of X, as the 
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factors of the denominator of the L-function of weights j + w and 2 +j + w 
respectively. 

If Y is an open curve, then, as already remarked, we have 

and the cohomological formula for L reduces to 

Here the P2(j*j*FA) is trivially pure of weight 2 + j + w (because the 
sheaf in question is pure of weight j + w over its ouvert de lissiti, and we 
are on a curve), while by Deligne we know that Pl( j*j*FA) is mixed of 
weight 5 1 + j + w. So again there can be no cancellation, and we re- 
cover the PI and P2intrinsically as the numerator and denominator of the 
L-functions, themselves (E, A)-compatible because, by 1, the sheaves 
j*j*SA are (E,A)-compatible on Y. 

Some elementary mduction steps. 

I. (Field Extension). Let E' be a finite extension of E, and let A' be 
the set of all those places A '  of E' lying over some place X E A. Then it is 
enough to prove the theorem for (E' ,  A') and the collection of Ei,-
complexes {KA E i , } .  Indeed this results from the following elemen- 
tary lemma: 

LEMMA. Suppose given for each X E A an element e(h) € EA.Sup-
pose there exists an element e '  € E' such that for e v e y  X € A, and e v e y  
place X '  of E' lying over A ,  we have 

Then there exists an element in E ,  such that 

for every X E A. (Of course this e can be none other than e ', i. e . ,  e 'lies in E). 
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Proof. Because the trace is the sum of local traces, we have for each 
X the identity in EA 

= C t r a c e ~ , , ~ ~ , ( e ( h ) )
h'l h 

Therefore for each X E A we have 

1
e (A) = Q.E.D.

deg(E'/E) 

Therefore we may and will henceforth assume that E contains the p'th 
roots of unity. 

11. (Painvise comparison). We may and will henceforth assume the 
set A consists of at most two places, say X ,  and X2 (possibly X I  = X2). 

111. (Local on Y). Statements 1 and 2 of the theorem (as well as its 
hypotheses), are clearly Zariski local on Y. Therefore it suffices to show 
that for every closed pointy E Y, there is some Zariski open neighborhood 
U of Y over which 1, 2 of the theorem are true. For a given closed point 
y E Y, we may pick an affine open neighborhood U of y ,  such that over 
U -y each of the finitely manyExi-constructible sheaves RJf!Kx,, i = 1 ,2 ,  
is lisse (simply delete from U - y any of the finitely many points of non- 
lissitt. of any of these finitely many sheaves). 

Therefore we may and will henceforth suppose that Y is open, and 
that all the R . ! ~ ! K ~ ,  all j ,  all X E A, are lisse over Y - y. We must prove 1 
and 2 of the theorem "at y." 

IV. (Twisting). Suppose for each X E A we are given a lisse, rank one 
Ex-sheaf .Shon Y, which is pure of weight zero, and suppose that the col- 
lection of g h ' s  is (E, A)-compatible on Y. Then 1, 2 of the theorem hold 
for the K h 9 s  if and only if they hold for the K A  @ f*(.SA)'s. Indeed these 
complexes on X are still visibly pure of weight w and (E, A)-compatible. 
Because the Gh's are lisse, the natural maps 
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are isomorphisms. Therefore the hypotheses A, B, C hold for the Kh ' s  if 
and only if they hold for the K h  O f *(.CX)'s. AS already noted, we have 
natural isomorphisms of sheaves on Y. 

and similarly for "npct" and "quot" and "j*j*." Therefore the conclu- 
sions 1, 2 of the theorem hold for the KA's  if and only if they hold for the 
Kh 8f *(g),)'~. 

Twisting by wild characters. Let k be an algebraically closed field of 
characteristic p ,  C a proper smooth connected curve over k ,  U C C a non- 
void affine open in C, and D = C - U its finite complement. We denote 
by K the function field of the curve C, KSeP a separable closure of K ,  and 
by Gal the galois group of KSeP/K. For each closed point x of C, viewed as 
a place of K ,  we choose a place 2 of KSeP lying over it. We denote by I ( 2 )  
the corresponding inertia subgroup of Gal, and by P(2)C I(2)its p-Sylow 
subgroup, the wild inertia group, which is a closed normal subgroup sit- 
ting in a canonical short exact sequence 

The quotient I I e g P  Zp( l )  is the "tame inertia group" I[;T at x. 
The "upper numbering" filtration on I ( 2 )  is a decreasing filtration of 

I(x)by closed normal subgroups 1(2)('), indexed by real numbers r > 0; 
for 0 < rl < r2  we have 

P = the closure of U I(') 
r>O 
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Let VA be a continuous finite-dimensional representation of P(x)  in 
an EA-vector space (Ex being a finite extension of Q V ,i? # p ) .  Because P is 
pro-p, while an open subgroup of AutE,(Vx) is pro-P, the representation 
necessary factors through a finite quotient of P, hence is P-semisimple. 
Furthermore, the closed subgroup I(') operates trivially on Vx for r >> 0. 
The Swan conductor of Vx is a non-negative real number 

which is additive in VA and which for Wx an irreducible representation of 
P is defined by 

Swan,(Wx) 
= g. i?.b. {r > 0 such that I(')acts trivially on WA ) .

dim ( Wx) 

Alternatively, we can define Swan,(Vx) as the total height of a certain 
"Swan polygon" which is analogous to the Newton polygon of an irregular 
singularity. Consider the integer-valued function $ on R defined by 

~ ( r + ~ ) ~ ; ( r - d
dim(VA ) for r > 0; 

for r = 0; 

10 for r < 0. 

Clearly $(r) = 0 for all but finitely many r,  and 

C $(r) = dim Vx. 

The points r where $(r) # 0 are called the slopes of VA, the integers $(r) 
are called their multiplicities. By definition we have 

The Swan polygon of VA is the polygon formed out of the slopes of VA, 
say 0 5 r l  < r2 < . . . < r k ,  and their m~ltiplicitiesn~ = $ ( r l ) , . . . , nk = 
$(rk) in the usual way: 
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length n length nz length n3 

Its endpoint is (dim VA, Swan(VA)). 
It follows from the Hasse-Arf theorem that if VA is the restriction to P 

of a continuous representation of the entire inertia group I, then the Swan 
polygon has integral break-points, i.e., each of the slopes ri is a rational 
number, and the product rini of a slope with its multiplicity is an integer. 
In particular, the Swan conductor Cniri of such a VA is an integer. 

The following lemma and corollary clarify the possible non-integrality 
of Swan(VA) when VA doesn't extend to a representation of I. 

LEMMA. Any representation p of P which factors through a finite 
quotient H of P, in particular any VAof the type we are considering, ex- 
tends to a representation p' of an open subgroup I' of I with P C 1',such 
that p'factors through an isomorphic finite quotient H' = H of 1'. 

Proof. Fix a uniformizing parameter t at our place x of K. Then the 
x-adic completion of K is k((t)), and we have a diagram 

P 


I 

U k ( ( t'In)) = k 
n 2 l 
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The fixed field L, of Ker(p) is a finite galois extension of k((t))tame, 
so is the "translation" to k((t))tame of a finite galois extension ~ , , / k ( ( t ' / ~ ) )  
for some sufficiently divisible n prime to p ,  with isomorphic galois group. 
Then I' = (k ((t))sep/k ((t ' I n ) ) )  "works."~ a l  Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY. The slopes of VA are rational numbers, as is its Swan 
conductor. 

Proof. For some n prime to p ,  Vx extends to I,, = Gal(k((t)YeP/ 
k((tl'"))). By the Hasse-Arf theorem, we know that the break-points of the 
Swan polygon of VA will be integral if we compute using the upper number 
filtration of I,, rather than that of I. But these filtrations are related by the 
simple change of scale 

I(')=I;') for r > O .  

Therefore the Newton polygon of VA as a representation of P (viewed as a 
subgroup of I )  is obtained from the Newton polygon of VA (as a repre- 
sentation of the same P viewed as a subgroup of I,,), by applying the map 

(x, y)  - (x, y ln) .  Q.E.D. 

We will make constant use of the following lemmas: 

LEMMA. Let Vx be a continuous finite dimensional representation 
of P(F)  in an Ex-vector space, Ex a finite extension of Q p ,P # p. Let 
r > 0 be a real number. Then we have the implications 

r > Swan,(VA) - r > largest slope of VA 

I(')acts trivially on Vx 

Proof. Obvious from the definitions. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA. Let Vx be as above. Let L h  be a continuous one-dimensional 
EA-representation of P ,  and suppose that 

Swan,(Lx) > the largest slope of Vx , 

(e.g., this is automatic if Swan,(Lx) > Swan,(VA)). Then 

(1) the tensor product representation LA @ VA has only a single 
slope, namely Swan,(LA), with multiplicity dim(Vx); 
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(2) the representation Lx @ VA has no invariants (and no coinvari- 
ants, being semisimple): 

Proof. For any real number r > Swanx(LA),the subgroup I('') oper-
ates trivially on both LA and VA, hence on LA @ VA. For r in the interval 

largest slope of VA < r < Swanx(LA), 

the group I('') acts trivially on Vx, but non-trivially on LA.  Because Lx is 
one-dimensional, we have ( L ~ ) " ~ '= 0, whence we find 

Therefore if 0 < r l  < r ,  we also have 

Thus the function $(r) vanishes except at r = Swan,(Lx), where it takes 
the value dim(Vx). Q.E.D. 

We now return to our global situation of a proper smooth connected 
curve Cover k ,  an affine open U C C with finite complement D = C - U. 
Let F A  be a constructible EA-sheaf on U. Its geometric generic fibre (Sx )o  
is a continuous finite dimensional EA-representation of Gal(KSeP/K). For 
each closed point x E C, we have P(F)  C I(2) C Gal(KSeP/K), which 
allows us to view (FA),  as a representation of I (F) ,  and of P(F).  For each 
closed point x in C, we define Swan,(Sx) to be the Swan conductor of 
(Sh)?  viewed as a representation of P(2) .  (Of course, Swan,(SA) = 0 for 
all but finitely many points x simply because (FA)?  is a trivial represen- 
tation of I (F )  for almost all x.) 

If U' is an open subset of C with 

then the sheaves R'j*SA are described explicitly as follows: Over U ,  
j*SA = SAand all R ' j*SA, i > 0, vanish. 

At a closed point x E U'  - U ,  the stalks of R7*SA at x are given by 
the formulas 
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the second equality because P is pro-p, hence has no higher cohomology in 
X-adic representations with X 18, 8 # p. 

The highest cohomology group H,?~,,(U, F A )is the group 

of (twisted) coinvariants of Gal acting on the geometric generic fibre. It is 
therefore a quotient of the (twisted) coinvariants under any subgroup of 
Gal. In particular, for any x E C, we have a surjection 

Combining these remarks with the earlier lemma, we obtain the fol- 
lowing extremely useful proposition. 

PROPOSITION.Let C be a proper smooth geometrically connected 
curve over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0, U an 
affine open of C ,  U' a larger open, j : U - U' the inclusion. Let S A  be a 
constructible EA-sheaf on U, and C A  be a lisse EA-sheaf of rank one on U, 
with E A  a finite extension of Q !, P # p. Then 

(1) If at some point x E C we have 

then H,?~,,(U, FA 8 S A )= 0. 
( 2 )  I f  at eve y point x in U' - U we have 

then the natural map on U' is an isomorphism 

(i.e., j! -' jr and R'jr = 0for i > 0). 
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Proof. The Swan inequalities at x guarantee that (SA @ S x ) ,  has 
neither invariants nor coinvariants under P(F) .  Q.E.D. 

Construction of (E, A)-compatible systems of wild OCh9s. Let C be a 
proper smooth geometrically connected curve over F,, E a number field 
containing the p'th roots of unity, and A a set of prime-to-p places of E.  
Let D c C be a non-empty finite set of closed points, U = C - D the cor- 
responding open curve over F, . 

Construction. Given C ,  D ,  there exists an integer N (depending 
only the genus of C and the degree of D )  such that for any integer n 1N 
which is prime to p ,  there exists an (E, A)-compatible collection of lisse 
rank one Ex-sheaves C A on U with the following properties: 

(1) each SAon U is pure of weight zero. 
(2) at each closed point x of D, the Swan conductor of $ A  (at any 

closed point of C @ F, lying over x) is given by 

Swanx(Sx)= n for all x c D. 

Proof. By Riemann-Roch, there exists, for all n sufficiently large, a 
function f,, on C which is holomorphic on C - D and which has a pole of 
exact order n at each point of D. If we further restrict n to be prime t o p ,  
then for any constructible Ex-sheaf F A  on the affine line A' over F,, we 
have, for any x E D ,  

Therefore it suffices to construct on A' an (E, A)-compatible family 
of lisse rank-one Gx's which are all pure of weight zero and all of which 
have Swan, ( C  A )  = 1. This we do by standard Artin-Schreier theory. The 
Artin-Schreier covering TP - T = X of the X-line is finite etale galois 
with galois group F, . It defines a continuous homomorphism 

If we compose with a non-trivial additive character of F, 
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and then compose, for X E A, with the obvious inclusion 

we obtain an (E, A)-compatible system of continuous characters of weight 
zero 

h : r , ( A & )  -+E:, 

whose corresponding d:A's on A' are well-known to have Swan, (SA)= 1. 
FP 

The end of the proof. Let us recall the situation to which we have 
reduced ourselves. The number field E contains the p'th roots of unity, A 
consists of at most two places, Y is open, y E Y is a closed point, and all 
the R ' ~ ! K ^ ,  all i and all X,  are lisse on Y - y. We must prove the theorem 
"at y," i.e., we must show that the stalks at y of the sheaves 

notation~ f ,=R ' ~ ! K ~  

( ~ ; ) ~ ~ t  

( ~ ; \ ) n p c t  

(Fi)quot 

have (E,A)-compatible characteristic polynomials of F,, and that the very 
last of these sheaves has stalk zero at y ,  this last vanishing being the local 
invariant cycle theorem "at y." 

We denote by C the complete smooth geometrically connected curve 
over F, in which Y is open; 

Let us define an auxiliary integer 

N = sup sup sup Swan,(Sf,). 
AEA iEZ xEC-Y 

(Because #A is 5 2, and Sf, = 0 for all but finitely many values of i, and 
C - Y is finite, the sup is well defined.) 
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Let { S A )  be an (E, A)-compatible system of lisse rank-one EA-sheaves 
on Y,each pure of weight zero, such that at each point x E C - Y we have 

for each Sh.Such systems exist by our earlier Artin-Schreier construction. 
As already explained, we may and will replace the KA's upstairs by 

the K A  @ f *(Ch)'s, which has the effect downstairs of replacing the S i ' s  
by the 5; @ GA's. In view of the proposition, this twisting reduces us to 
the case where in addition we have, for all i, X 

2(**I HComp(U/Fq,S i )  = 0 for any open U c Y ,  

LEMMA1. For each X E A and each pair of integers i,j ,  the natural 
map "forget supports" induces an isomorphism 

Proof. Follows from (*). Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2. For each X E A and each n E Z, the natural map 'tforget 
supports" induces an isomorphism 

Proof. Compare the Leray spectral sequences for f in compact and 
in ordinary cohomology: there is a natural "forget supports" map between 
them 

which in view of Lemma 1above and hypothesis C induces an isomorphism 
at E 2 ,  hence on the abutments. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA3. For each n E Z, the characteristic polynomials of Fro- 
benius on the Ex-vector spaces H:o,p(X/Fq, K h )  are pure of weight 
n + w ,  and they are (E,A)-compatible. 

Proof. The purity follows formally from Lemma 2, and the fact that 
K x  is by hypothesis a pure complex of weight w on X (cf. [I]). Because the 
complexes K x  on X are (E,A)-compatible, their L-functions L(X/Fq,  K A )  
are (E,A)-compatible. From their cohomological expression as alternating 
products of characteristic polynomials of Frobenius on the cohomology 
groups, the n'th of which is pure of weight n + w ,  it follows that for each X 
and each n we can intrinsically recover the characteristic polynomial on 
Hn(XIF,,  K A )  as the factor of the L-function which is pure of weight 
n + 2. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA4. The Leray spectral sequence for f in compact cohonzology 

. . 
degenerates at E 2 ;  indeed E;'.' = 0 unless i = 0 or i = 1. 

Roof. The degeneration results from the asserted vanishing of E2.j for 
i # O , 1 ,  itself aconsequence of (**) and the fact that Yisacurve. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA5. For each i,j ,  the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on 

H ~ ~ ~ ~ ( Y / F ~ ,5::)is pure of weight i + j + w. 

Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3 and 4. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA6. The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on 

is pure of weight w + j. 
Proof. Because Y is open, the inclusion of (s{)~,, into SL induces 

an isomorphism on H:~,, . The conclusion is now the special case i = 0 of 
Lemma 5. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA7. The characteristic polynonzial of Fy on the stalk at y of 
( s { ) ~ ~ ~is pure of weight w + j. This polynomial is equal to the character- 
istic polynomial of Frobenius on H : , ~ ~ ( Y / F ~ ,%::). 

Proof. By hypothesis, the sheaf (5jopCt on Y is concentrated at y. 
Therefore it has no higher cohomology, and so the cohomological expres- 
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sion of its L-function (which consists of a single Euler factor) shows that 
the characteristic polynomial in question is equal to the one whose purity 
is given in Lemma 6. Because Y is open, the inclusion (s{),,, -. S{ in-
duces an isomorphism on H~,,,,, whence the second conclusion. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 8. The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on 

is pure of weight w + 1 + j. 
Proof. The projection of 5j('onto (s{),,,, induces an isomorphism on 

HA,,, ,so once again we have a special case (i= 1) of Lemma5. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 9. The sheaf (5j()qu,t vanishes (the local invariant cycle 
theorem !). 

Proof. Because 5: is lisse on the open set Y - y 4 Y, we have a 
tautological short exact sequence on Y 

Because Y is open, and k*5{ is lisse on Y - y ,  the sheaf k*k*5{ on Y 
has vanishing H:,,,, . The cohomology sequence gives an inclusion 

Therefore, by Lemma 8, H;,,(YF,, (s{)~,,,) is pure of weight w + 1 + j. 
Because (Sj()quot is punctual, indeed supported at y ,  this means that 
(5{),,,, is punctually pure of weight 1 + j + w. But (F{)~,, is a quotient 
of k*k*5{, a sheaf which is of the form k*(a lisse sheaf on Y - y ,  pure of 
weight j + w), and which by ([I], 1.8.9) is hence punctually mixed of 
weight r j  + w. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 10. For each j ,  the sheaves 5{on Y -yare  (E,A)-conzpatible 
on Y - y. 

Proof. As already proven (conclusion 3 of the theorem), these sheaves 
on Y - y are punctually pure of weight w + j. For fixed h and a fixed closed 
point z in Y -y ,  let Fq (z) denote the residue field at z ,  and let X(z)/Fq (z) be 
the fibre of f :X -+ Y over z. The cohomological expression for L(X(z)/  
Fq (z), K h )as the alternating product of the pure characteristic polynomials 
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of F, on the (Ti),  , the j'th pure of weight w + j ,  allows us to intrinsically 
recover the j 'th characteristic polynomial as the "factor purely of weight 
w +j" in theL-function. Because the K h 7 s  are (E, A)-compatible onX, they 
remain so when restricted toX(z),  and hence the L-functions in question are 
themselves (E, A)-compatible. Therefore so are their "factors purely of 
weightw +jmforeachj. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA11. For each j ,  the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius 
on the groups 

1H,,,,(Y- y / F q ,  Sk) 

are (E, A)-compatible. 

Proof. Consider the L-function 

By Lemma 10, these L-functions are (E, A)-compatible. Because S! is 
lisse on Y - y ,  and Y - y is open, the cohomological expression of the 
L-function is simply 

Because Sj: is lisse and pure of weight j + w on Y - y ,  the denominator 
of the cohomological expression is pure of weight w + j + 2, while its 
numerator is mixed of weight 5w + j + 1. Therefore there is no cancel- 
lation, and we recover the characteristic polynomials on H~,,, as the 
numerators of the L-functions; hence these polynomials are themselves 
(E, A)-compatible. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA12. For each j ,  the characteristic polynomials of F, on the 
stalk at yof (Sj(),,,, are (E, A)-compatible. 

Proof. Consider the sheaf (S{),,,, on Y. Its restriction to Y - y is 
the lisse sheaf S! on Y - y. Consider the "excision" long exact sequence 
in compact cohomology for (S{),,,, and the geometric situation 
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i.e., the long exact cohomology sequence associated to the short exact 
sequence on Y 

The quotient is concentrated at y ,  and the first two have no punctual sec- 
tions over Y, so the cohomology sequence gives 

Because i*i*((F{),,,,)) is concentrated at y,  it has no higher cohomology, 
and the cohomological formula for its L-function yields the identity 

The exact sequence thus yields the identity 

The left members, for variable h are (E, A)-compatible, by Lemma 11. 
The first factor on the right is mixed of weight c w  + j (because (S{),pct 
is a sub-sheaf of k*k*Sj(, which is punctually mixed of weight c w  + j), 
while by Lemma 8, the second factor on the right is pure of weight w + 1+ j. 
Therefore these factors are individually describable as factors of the (E, A)-
compatible left member defined by certain weight conditions. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA13. For each j ,  the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius 
on the groups H ~ , ~ ~ ( Y / F , ,  5{)are (E, A)-compatible. 

Proof. The projection of S{ onto (S{)np,t induces an isomorphism 
on H,!~,,, and the (E,  A)-compatibility for H~,,,(YIF,, (5{),,,,) is 
proven in the proof of Lemma 12 above. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA14. For each j, the characteristic polynonzials of Fy on the 
stalk of yof (Sj(),,,are (E, A)-conzpatible. 
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Proof. The degeneration of the Leray spectral sequence and the 
vanishing of ~ 2 . jfor i # 0, 1 (Lemma 4) yields for each j a short exact 
sequence 

By Lemmas 13 and 3 respectively, the first two terms have (E, A)-compatible 
characteristic polynomials of Frobenius, hence also the last. By Lemma 7, 
these last characteristic polynomials are precisely those of F, on the stalk 
at of (Ti) .  Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 15. For each j, the sheaves S{ on Y are physically (E, A)- 
compatible. 

Proof. By Lemmas 14, 12, and 9, for each j the collections of sheaves 

{(S!),,t), { ( ~ i ) " ~ , t1. and {(5{),,,t =03 

are all (E,A)-compatible. 

LEMMA16. The theorem is proven. 

Proof. Concatenate Lemmas 15, 9, and 7. 

Q.E.D. 

Q.E.D. 

Appendix: Some independence results on curves. Throughout this 
section, we will deal with the following situation: 

C is a smooth geometrically connected curve over a finite field F, of 
characteristic p ,  Y C C is a non-empty open in C, and U C Y is an affine 
open in Y :  

uJ+y L c .  

E is a number field of finite degree over Q ,  and A is a non-empty set of 
prime-to-p nonarchimedean places of E. 

w is an integer. 
For each X E A, SAis a lisse Eh-sheaf on U which is pure of weight w ,  

and the collection of {Sx}'s is (E, A)-compatible on U. 

THEOREM.In the above situation, we have 

1. The sheaves k*SAon Y a r e  (E,A)-compatible. 
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2. 	For every integer i, the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius on 
the cohomology groups HLomp(Y/Fq, k*SA) are (E, A)-compatible. 

Proof. We first deduce the second conclusion from the first. By 1,  
the L-function L(Y/F,, k*SA)  are (E, A)-compatible. Consider their co- 
homological expressions. If Y = C, then by [I] for each i the cohomology 
groups HL,,,(Y/F,, k*Sx)  are pure of weight w + i ,  and hence their 
characteristic polynomials of Frobenius can be intrinsically recovered 
from the L-function as "the factor which is purely of weight w + i". If 
Y # C, then Y is open, so H~,~,(Y/F, ,  k*Sx)  = 0, the Hf,,, is mixed of 
weight Iw + 1, and the H~~ , ,is pure of weight w + 2. Therefore there is 
no cancellation in the cohomological expression of the L-function, and we 
recover the characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on H~,,, (resp. on 
HA,,,) as the denominator (resp. the numerator) of the L-function. 

The statement 1 is Zariski local on Y, so we may assume that Y is 
affine and that Y - U consists of a single closed point y. As already ex- 
plained, we may also assume that the field E contains the p' th roots of 
unity, that A consists of at most two places. We are free to twist by any 
(E, A)-compatible family of lisse, rank-one EA-sheaves SAon Y which are 
pure of weight zero (since k*(SA 8k * C A )i=-SA8k*SA) .  Twisting by 
such a family which is sufficiently wild at all points of C - Y, we reduce to 
the case where the sheaves k * S A  on Y satisfy 

so in particular satisfy 

Passing to cohomology on C, we find, for all i :  

so that for all i,H~,,,(Y/F,, k * S A )  is pure of weight i + w. Now consider 
the excision exact sequence for k*SA on Y and 
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Because Y is open there is no H : ~ ~ ~on Y, and because { y } is a point there 
is no HAompon { y ) ,so the cohomology sequence gives 

The characteristic polynomial of Frobenius on the H:,,~~term is just the 
characteristic polynomial of Fy on the stalk at yof k*Sx. 

Because Shis lisse on U and pure of weight w ,  the sheaf k*Sx on Y 
is mixed of weight c w ,  and therefore this first characteristic polynomial 
is mixed of weight I W .  The third characteristic polynomial, that on 
H!,,~(Y/F,, k*Sh)  has already been proven pure of weight w + 1. 
Therefore it will suffice to prove that the middle characteristic polynomials 
on HA,,,(u/F,, S h ) ,  are (E, A)-compatible (for then the characteristic 
polynomial of Fy on (k*Sy), are the "weight c w  factor" of these (E, A)- 
compatible polynomials, so are themselves (E,A)-compatible. 

To see that the characteristic polynomials of Frobenius on H&,~ .  
(U/F,, Sx)are (E, A)-compatible, we notice that by hypothesis the Sh ' s  
are lisse and pure of weight w and (E, A)-compatible on U, so that once 
again we recover their H~,,, as the numerator of the (E, A)-compatible 
L-functionsL(U/F, , Sx). Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY.Suppose for each X c A we are given a constructible 
Ex-sheaf shon C. Let Uh C C denote its exact "ouvert de lissitk," jAthe 
inclusion, and suppose that 

1. For each X ,  we have SA (jA)*(jh)*(Sh) .  
2. 	For each X ,  X '  E A, there exists a non-empty open set Ux,x,C 

Ux n U,, over which both Sxand Sx,are pure of some integer 
weight wx,h,and (E, {X, X '})-compatible. 

Then 

1 .  	there is an integer w such that w = wx,,, for all A, X ' ;  
2. 	the sheaves shon C are (E, A)-compatible on C; 
3. 	the sheaves Sxall have the same exact ouvert de lissitk: Uh = Ux, 

for all X, X '. 

Proof. Each Sxis lisse on Ux,  hence on Ux it is the direct image of 
its restriction to any non-empty open in Ux. Applying this to the open 
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UX,h , ,we find that $ j x  is lisse and mixed of weight 5wx,xoon U A ,and pure 
of weight w x , ~ .on Ux,x , .Therefore it is pure of weight wh,x,on U. Thus 
wx,xris independent of A', and by symmetry, it is also independent of h. 
This proves 1. To prove 2 and 3, we may assume that h consists of at most 
two places, say A, A'. Then both $ j h  and $ j h 8  on C are the direct image of 
their restrictions to Ux,A, .Applying the previous theorem to the inclusion 

and the sheaves k*$jx ,  k*$jx, ,  we obtain 2, the (E, A)-compatibility of $ j x  

and $ j x ,  on C. Finally, 3 follows from 2, because for a sheaf which is the 
direct image of its restriction to its ouvert de lissitt., its ouvert de lissitk 
consists exactly of the points where its stalk has maximal Ex-dimension, 
and for a closed point y we recover this dimension as the degree of the 
characteristic polynomial of F, on this stalk. Q.E.D. 
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